Detection of an intrinsic marker in hypoxic cells.
An autoradiographic method is presented for detecting, within a cell population, those cells which have been subjected to chronic hypoxia. No radioisotope is administered; rather the photographic emulsion is chemically reduced by intrinsic constituents of the cells. Hypoxic regions in the sandwich system, a multicellular in vitro tumor model, were detected in this manner. These regions were then compared with hypoxic sandwich regions as demonstrated by [3H]misonidazole labeling. Auxiliary studies, including studies on hypoxic monolayers, were consistent with the sandwich results. In all cases, the intracellular distribution of the chemographic grains was found to be cytosolic. Often the grains were clustered near the nucleus, perhaps in the region of the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi. We conclude that cells in a state of hypoxia and nutrient deprivation similar to that found in solid tumors retain a detectably altered biology for a significant period after reoxygenation. Therefore systematic methods of detecting previous hypoxia in histological tumor sections are feasible.